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Abstract

For a large class of relay feedback systems (RFS) there will be limit cycle oscillations.
Conditions to check existence and local stability of limit cycles for these systems are
well known. Global stability conditions, however, are practically nonexistent. This paper
presents conditions in the form of linear matrix inequalities (LMIs) that, when satis�ed,
guarantee global asymptotic stability of limit cycles induced by relays with hysteresis
in feedback with LTI stable systems. The analysis consists in �nding quadratic surface
Lyapunov functions for Poincar�e maps associated with RFS. These results are based
on the discovery that a typical Poincar�e map induced by an LTI ow between two
hyperplanes can be represented as a linear transformation analytically parametrized by
a scalar function of the state. Moreover, level sets of this function are convex subsets
of linear manifolds. The search for quadratic Lyapunov functions on switching surfaces
is done by solving a set of LMIs. Although this analysis methodology yields only a
suÆcient criterion of stability, it has proved very successful in globally analyzing a
large number of examples with a unique locally stable symmetric unimodal limit cycle.
In fact, it is still an open problem whether there exists an example with a globally
stable symmetric unimodal limit cycle that could not be successfully analyzed with
this new methodology. Examples analyzed include minimum-phase systems, systems of
relative degree larger than one, and of high dimension. Such results lead us to believe
that globally stable limit cycles of RFS frequently have quadratic surface Lyapunov
functions.
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1 Introduction

It is often possible to linearize a system, i.e., to obtain a linear representation of its behavior.

That representation approximates the true dynamics well in a small region. For example,

the true equations of the pendulum are never linear but, for very small deviations (a few

degrees) they may be satisfactorily replaced by linear equations. In other words, for small

deviations, the pendulum may be replaced by a harmonic oscillator. This ceases to hold,

however, for large deviations and, in dealing with these, one must consider the nonlinear

equation itself and not merely a linear substitute. In this work we are interested in a class

of nonlinear systems known as piecewise linear systems (PLS). PLS are characterized by a

�nite number of linear dynamical models together with a set of rules for switching among

these models. Therefore, this model description causes a partitioning of the state space

into cells. These cells have distinctive properties in that the dynamics within each cell are

described by linear dynamic equations. The boundaries of each cell are in e�ect switches

between di�erent linear systems. Those switches arise from the breakpoints in the piecewise

linear functions of the model.

The reason why we are interested in studying this class of systems is to capture discon-

tinuity actions in the dynamics from either the controller or system nonlinearities. On one

hand, a wide variety of physical systems are naturally modeled this way due to real-time

changes in the plant dynamics like collisions, friction, saturation, walking robots, etc. On

the other hand, an engineer can introduce intentional nonlinearities to improve system per-

formance, to e�ect economy in component selection, or to simplify the dynamic equations

of the system by working with sets of simpler equations (e.g., linear) and switch among

these simpler models (in order to avoid dealing directly with a set of nonlinear equations).

Examples include control of inverted pendulums [3], control of anti-lock brake systems [21],

control of missile autopilots [7], control of autopilot of aircrafts [23], auto-tuning of PID

regulators using relays [4], etc.

Although widely used, very few results are available to analyze most PLS. More precisely,

one typically cannot guarantee stability, robustness, and performance properties of PLS

designs. Rather, any such properties are inferred from extensive computer simulations.

However, in the absence of rigorous analysis tools, PLS designs come with no guarantees.

In other words, complete and systematic analysis and design methodologies have yet to

emerge.

This paper introduces a new methodology to globally analyze PLS using quadratic

surface Lyapunov functions. This methodology is based in �nding quadratic Lyapunov

functions on associated switching surfaces that can be used to prove that a map from one

switching surface to the next switching surface is contracting in some norm. The novelty

of this work is based on expressing maps induced by an LTI ow between two switching

surfaces as linear transformations analytically parametrized by a scalar function of the

state. Furthermore, level sets of this function are convex subsets of linear manifolds with

dimension lower than the one of the switching surfaces. The search for global quadratic

Lyapunov functions on switching surfaces is then done by solving a set of LMIs, which can

be eÆciently done using available computational tools.

The main di�erence between this and previous work [17, 20, 15], is that we look for

quadratic Lyapunov functions on switching surfaces instead of quadratic Lyapunov functions

in the state space. An immediate advantage is that this allows us to analyze not only

equilibrium points (recently, we proved global asymptotic stability of on/o� systems [10]

and saturation systems [11]) but also limit cycles. Another advantage is that, for a given
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class of PLS, the complexity of analysis does not increase with the dimension of the system.

In [15, 17, 20] partitioning of the state-space is the key in this approach. For most PLS,

construction of piecewise quadratic Lyapunov functions is only possible after a more re�ned

partition of the state space, in addition to the already existent natural state space partition

of the PLS. As a consequence, the analysis method is eÆcient only when the number of

partitions required to prove stability is small. As illustrated in an example in [9], even for

second order systems, the method can become computationally intractable. Also, for high-

order systems, it is extremely hard to obtain a re�nement of partitions in the state-space

to eÆciently analyze PLS. In our case, we only need the natural partitions imposed by a

PLS.

To demonstrate the success of this methodology, we apply it to a simple yet very hard

to analyze class of PLS known as relay feedback systems (RFS). Although the focus of

this paper is on RFS, it is important to point out that most ideas behind the main results

described here can be used in the analysis of more general PLS.

Analysis of RFS is a classic �eld. The early work was motivated by relays in electrome-

chanical systems and simple models of dry friction. Applications of relay feedback range

from stationary control of industrial processes to control of mobile objects as used, for ex-

ample, in space research. A vast collection of applications of relay feedback can be found

in the �rst chapter of [24]. More recent examples include the delta-sigma modulator (as an

alternative to conventional A/D converters) and the automatic tuning of PID regulators.

In the delta-sigma modulator, a relay produces a bit stream output whose pulse density

depends on the applied input signal amplitude (see, for example, [1]). Various methods

were applied to the analysis of delta-sigma modulators. In most situations, however, none

allowed to verify global stability of nonlinear oscillations. As for the automatic tuning of

PID regulators, implemented in many industrial controllers, the idea is to determine some

points on the Nyquist curve of a stable open loop plant by measuring the frequency of

oscillation induced by a relay feedback (see, for example, [4]). One problem that needs to

be solved here is the characterization of those systems that have unique global attractive

unimodal limit cycles. This problem is important because it gives the class of systems where

relay tuning can be used.

Some important questions can be asked about RFS: do they have limit cycles? If so,

are they locally stable or unstable? And if there exist a unique locally stable limit cycle,

is it also globally stable? Over many years, researchers have been trying to answer these

questions. [5], [24], and [19] are references that survey a number of analysis methods.

Rigorous results on existence and local stability of limit cycles of RFS can be found in [2,

16, 25, 8]. [2] presents necessary and suÆcient conditions for local stability of limit cycles.

[16] emphasizes fast switches and their properties and also proves volume contraction of

RFS. In [12], reasonably large regions of stability around limit cycles were characterized.

For second-order systems, convergence analysis can be done in the phase-plane [22, 14].

Stable second-order non-minimum phase processes can in this way be shown to have a

globally attractive limit cycle. In [18] it is proved that this also holds for processes having

an impulse response suÆciently close, in a certain sense, to a second-order non-minimum

phase process. Many important RFS, however, are not covered by this result. It is then

clear that the problem of rigorous global analysis of relay-induced oscillations is still open.

In this paper, we prove global stability of symmetric unimodal1 limit cycles of RFS by

1
Symmetric unimodal limit cycles are those that are symmetric about the origin and switch only twice

per cycle.
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�nding quadratic surface Lyapunov functions for associated Poincar�e maps. These results

are based on the discovery that typical Poincar�e maps associated with RFS can be repre-

sented as linear transformations parametrized by a scalar function of the state. Quadratic

stability can then be easily checked by solving a set of linear matrix inequalities (LMIs),

which can be eÆciently done using available computational tools. Although this analysis

methodology yields only a suÆcient criterion of stability, it has proved very successful in

globally analyzing a large number of examples with a unique locally stable symmetric uni-

modal limit cycle. In fact, it is still an open problem whether there exists an example with

a globally stable symmetric unimodal limit cycle that could not be successfully analyzed

with this new methodology. Examples analyzed include minimum-phase systems, systems

of relative degree larger than one, and of high dimension. Such results lead us to believe that

globally stable limit cycles of RFS frequently have quadratic surface Lyapunov functions.

Note that although the stability analysis in this paper focuses on symmetric unimodal

limit cycles, similar ideas can be applied to prove stability of other types of limit cycles. As

we will see, analysis of symmetric unimodal limit cycles can be done by analyzing a single

map from one switching surface to the other switching surface. Other types of limit cycles

require a simultaneous analysis of several maps from one switching surface to the other

switching surface. Multiple maps, however, have been shown in [10, 11] to work as well as

the single map described in this paper.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 starts by giving some mathematical prelim-

inaries, including de�nitions of some standard concepts. Section 3 gives some background

on RFS followed by the main results of this paper (section 4). There, we �rst show that

Poincar�e maps can be represented as linear transformations, and then use this result to

demonstrate that quadratic stability of Poincar�e maps can be easily checked by solving

sets of LMIs. Section 5 contains some illustrative examples. Improvements of the stability

condition presented in section 4 are discussed in section 6. Section 7 considers several com-

putationally issues associated with the stability results, and, �nally, conclusions and future

work are discussed in section 8.

2 Mathematical preliminaries

The purpose of this section is to briey introduce several mathematical concepts and tools

that will be used throughout the paper. Mathematical tools like linear matrix inequalities

and a simple version of the S-procedure are the engines behind the stability results presented

later in the paper. For this reason, these topics are briey introduced for completeness.

2.1 Standard notation

Let the �eld of real numbers be denoted by IR, the set of n � 1 vectors with elements in

IR by IRn, and the set of all n �m matrices with elements in IR by IRn�m. Let I denote

the identity matrix and superscript (�)0 denote transpose. A matrix D 2 IRn�n is called

symmetric if D = D0 and positive de�nite (positive semide�nite) if x0Dx > 0 (x0Dx � 0)

for all nonzero x 2 IRn. \D > 0 on S" stands for x0Dx > 0 for all nonzero x 2 S � IRn. A

matrix A is Hurwitz if the real part of each eigenvalue of A is negative.

The 2-norm of x 2 IRn is given by kxk2 = x0x. Let L1 denote the space of all real-valued

functions u(�) on [0;1) such that ku(t)kL1 =
R1
0 ju(t)jdt < 1. A set X � IRn is convex if

�x+(1��)y 2 X whenever x; y 2 X and 0 < � < 1, and is a cone if x 2 X implies �x 2 X

for any � � 0. A function f : IR ! IR is piecewise constant if there exists a sequence of
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points ftkg with tk+1 > tk and tk ! +1 as k ! +1, tk !�1 as k !�1, such that the

function is constant in [tk; tk+1). Let f(t� 0) stand for the lim�>0;�!0 f(t� �) and f(t+ 0)

for the lim�>0;�!0 f(t+ �).

2.2 Linear matrix inequalities and the S-procedure

A linear matrix inequality (LMI) has the form

F (x) = F0 +
nX

i=1

xiFi > 0 (1)

where x 2 IRn is the variable and the symmetric matrices Fi 2 IRn�n, i = 0; 1; :::; n are given.

The LMI (1) is a convex constraint on x, i.e., the set fxj F (x) > 0g is convex. Expressing

solutions to problems in terms of LMIs is a common practice these days. Mathematical and

software tools capable of eÆciently �nding xi satisfying (1) are available. The strategy in

this paper is to express the problem of global analysis of relay-induced oscillations as LMIs.

One tool that will be useful later in the paper is the S-procedure. Here we describe a

simple version of this tool. Let �0(x) = x0P0x and �1(x) = x0P1x be quadratic forms of

the variable x 2 IRn, where P0 = P 00 and P1 = P 01. Assume there exists an x such that

�1(x) > 0. Then the following condition on �0; �1

�0(x) � 0 for all x such that �1(x) � 0

holds if and only if there exists a � � 0 such that

�0(x)� ��1(x) � 0

for all x. For more information on LMIs and the S-procedure the reader is referred, for

example, to [6].

3 Background

In this section, we start by de�ning RFS and talking about some of their properties. Then,

we present some relevant results from the literature on existence and local stability of limit

cycles of RFS. Finally, we de�ne Poincar�e maps for RFS.

3.1 De�nitions

Consider a SISO LTI system satisfying the following linear dynamic equations(
_x = Ax+ Bu

y = Cx
(2)

where x 2 IRn and A is a Hurwitz matrix, in feedback with a relay (see �gure 1)

u = reld(y) (3)

where d � 0 is the hysteresis parameter. By a solution of (2)-(3) we mean functions (x; y; u)

satisfying (2)-(3), where u(t) is piecewise constant and

reld(y(t)) 2

8><
>:
f�1g if y(t) > d, or y(t) > �d and u(t� 0) = �1

f1g if y(t) < �d, or y(t) < d and u(t� 0) = 1

f�1; 1g if y(t) = �d and u(t� 0) = �1, or y(t) = d and u(t� 0) = 1
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t is a switching time of a solution of (2)-(3) if u is discontinuous at t. We say a trajectory

of (2)-(3) switches at some time t if t is a switching time.

LTI
u y

Figure 1: Relay Feedback System

In the state space, the switching surfaces S0 and S1 of the RFS are the surfaces of

dimension n� 1 where y is equal to d and �d, respectively. More precisely,

S0 = fx 2 IRn : Cx = dg

and

S1 = fx 2 IRn : Cx = �dg

Consider a subset Sd
0 of S0 given by

Sd
0 = fx 2 S0 : CAx+ CB � 0g

This set is important since it characterizes those points in S0 that can be reached by any

trajectory starting at S1. We call it the departure set in S0 (see �gure 2). Similarly, de�ne

Sa
1 as

Sa
1 = fx 2 S1 : CAx� CB � 0g

This is the arrival set in S1. It is easy to see that S0 = �S1 and Sd
0 = �Sa

1 , where �X

stands for the set f�xjx 2 Xg.

S

S

S

0

0

1

x= Ax−B

x= Ax+B
.

d .

Figure 2: The departure set Sd
0

3.2 Existence of solutions

If an initial condition does not belong to a switching surface then existence of solution

is guaranteed at least from the initial condition to the �rst intersection with a switching

surface. This follows since in that region the system is aÆne linear. When an initial

condition belongs to a switching surface, however, depending on the RFS, a solution may
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or may not exist. If d > 0 then existence of solution is always guaranteed since there is a

\gap" between both switching surfaces. This gap allows a trajectory to evolve according to

an aÆne system.

In the case of the ideal relay, i.e., when d = 0, for some RFS there are initial conditions

for which no solution exists. In �gure 3, we have two examples of ideal RFS. The �gure

shows the vector �eld along both sides of the unique switching surface S = fxj Cx = 0g.

Above, the vector �eld is given by _x = Ax �B, and below by _x = Ax+B. p+ and p� are

those points in S such that C(Ax�CB) = 0, respectively. On the left in �gure 3, CB < 0,

and on the right CB > 0. When CB < 0, every point in S has at least one solution. For

an initial condition on the left of p�, the trajectory moves downwards, and on the right

of p+ it moves upwards. In between p� and p+, the trajectory can either move upwards

or downwards. When CB > 0, however, there is no solution if a trajectory starts between

p+ and p�. The reason for this is that the vector �eld on both sides of the switching

surface points towards the switching surface. In these situations, one of the following two

alternatives is typically used to guarantee existence of solutions: (a) an hysteresis with d > 0

is introduced to avoid chattering or (b) the de�nition of relay in (3) is slightly modi�ed to

allow trajectories to evolve in the switching surface, leading to the so-called sliding modes.

Here, we consider the �rst case. Although sliding modes are not studied in this paper, we

expect that such systems can be analyzed using the same ideas described here.

Hence, according to the de�nition of relay in (3), existence of solutions is guaranteed if

d > 0, or if d = 0 and CAkB < 0, where k 2 f0; 1; :::; n� 1g is the smallest number such

that CAkB 6= 0 (see [16] for details).

p− p+ p+ p−
Cx=0

Cx<0

Cx>0

CB<0 CB>0

Cx=0
Cx>0

Cx<0

x=Ax−B

x=Ax+B x=Ax+B

x=Ax−B

Figure 3: Existence of solutions when d = 0

Note that trajectories of _x = Ax�B starting at any point x0 2 S0 will converge to the

equilibrium point A�1B. When connected in feedback with a relay, one of the following

two possible scenarios will occur for a certain trajectory starting at x0: this will either

cross S1 at some time, or it will never cross S1. The last situation is not interesting to us

since it does not lead to limit cycle trajectories. One way to ensure a switch is to have

CA�1B+ d < 0, although this is not a necessary condition for the existence of limit cycles.

However, if we are looking for globally stable limit cycles, it is in fact necessary to have

CA�1B+ d < 0. Otherwise, a trajectory starting at A�1B would not converge to the limit

cycle. Throughout the paper, it is assumed CA�1B + d < 0.

As mentioned before, for a large class of processes, there will be limit cycle oscillations.

Let �(t) be a nontrivial periodic solution of (2)-(3) with period 2t�, and let  be the limit

cycle de�ned by the image set of �(t). The limit cycle  is called symmetric if �(t + t�) =

��(t). It is called unimodal if it only switches twice per cycle. A class of limit cycles of

RFS we are particularly interested in is the class of symmetric unimodal limit cycles.

The next proposition, proven in [2], gives necessary and suÆcient conditions for the

existence of symmetric unimodal limit cycles.
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Proposition 3.1 Consider the RFS (2)-(3). Assume there exists a symmetric unimodal

limit cycle  with period 2t�. Then the following conditions hold

g(t�) = C(eAt
�

+ I)�1(eAt
�

� I)A�1B � d = 0 (4)

and

y(t) = C
h
eAt(x� � A�1B) + A�1B

i
� �d for 0 � t < t�

Furthermore, the periodic solution  is obtained with the initial condition x� 2 Sd
0 given by

x(0) = x� = (eAt
�

+ I)�1(eAt
�

� I)A�1B

3.3 Poincar�e maps of RFS

Before de�ning Poincar�e maps, it is important to notice an interesting property of linear

systems in relay feedback: their symmetry around the origin (see �gure 4).

x0

x0−

0

S

−x(t)

x(t)
x= Ax−B
.

x= Ax+B
.

S1

0

Figure 4: Symmetry around the origin

Proposition 3.2 Consider a trajectory x(t) of _x = Ax � B starting at x0 2 S0. Then

�x(t) is a trajectory of _x = Ax+ B starting at �x0 2 S1.

Proof: Assume x0 2 S0. Since

� _x(t) = �(Ax(t)� B)

= A(�x(t)) +B

�x(t) is a trajectory of _x = Ax +B starting at �x0 2 S1.

This property tells us that, in terms of stability analysis, a limit cycle only needs to be

studied from one switching surface (say S0) to the other switching surface (S1). In other

words, for analysis purposes, it is equivalent to consider the trajectory from x1 2 S0 to the

next switch x2 2 S1, or the trajectory starting at �x1 2 S1 and switching at �x2 2 S0. We

then focus our attention on trajectories from S0 to S1.

Next, we de�ne Poincar�e maps for RFS. Typically, such maps are de�ned from one

switching surface and back to the same switching surface. In the case of RFS, however, a

Poincar�e map only needs to be de�ned as the map from one switching surface to the other

switching surface, due to the symmetry of the system. Consider a symmetric unimodal

limit cycle , with period 2t�, obtained with the initial condition x� 2 Sd
0 . This means that
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∆1

S

γ

x*
x*+

∆
−x*

1
∆

S

−x*−
∆

0

1

Figure 5: De�nition of a Poincar�e map for a RFS

a trajectory x(t) starting at x� crosses the switching surface S1 at �x� = x(t�) 2 Sa
1 (see

�gure 5).

To study the behavior of the system around the limit cycle we perturb x� by � such

that x� + � 2 Sd
0 . Consider a solution of (2)-(3) with initial condition x� + � and let

�x� � �1 2 S1 be its �rst switch. We are interested in studying the map from � to �1

(see �gure 5). Note that this map is not continuous and is multivalued. In general, there

exist � 2 Sd
0 such that �1 is not unique. This is illustrated in the next example.

Example 3.1 Consider the RFS (2)-(3) where the LTI system is given by

H(s) = �
s2 + s � 4

(s + 1)(s+ 2)(s+ 3)

and the hysteresis parameter is d = 0:5. Let u(0) = �1, y(0) = d, _y(0) � �6:36, and

�y(0) � 31:67. The resulting y(t) can be seen in �gure 6.

0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5

−0.6

−0.4

−0.2

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

y(t) 

−d

Switch, u(t)=1 

No switch, u(t)=−1 

d

Figure 6: Existence of multiple solutions

When t � 0:47, y(t) = �d and _y(t� 0) = 0. At this point, the trajectory can return to

the region where Cx > �d and u(t + 0) = u(t � 0) = �1 (dash trajectory), or it can move

into the region where Cx < �d with u(t+ 0) = 1 (dash-dot trajectory). This means that a

switch can occur at either t = 0:47 or t = 2:85.

De�nition 3.1 Let x(0) = x� +� 2 Sd
0 . De�ne t� as the set of all times ti � 0 such that

y(ti) = �d and y(t) � �d on [0; ti]. De�ne also the set of expected switching times as

T =
n
tj t 2 t�; � 2 Sd

0 � x�
o
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For instance, in the last example, t� = f0:47; 2:85g for the initial condition x(0).

Let x(0) = x�+� 2 Sd
0 and �x

���1 2 x(t�). Since �x
���1 2 Sa

1 then x
�+�1 2 Sd

0 .

Consider the multivalued Poincar�e map T0 : S
d
0 ! Sd

0 de�ned by x� + �1 2 T0(x
� + �).

Since x� is �xed, the Poincar�e map can be rede�ned as the map T : Sd
0 � x� ! Sd

0 � x�

given by �1 2 T (�), where T (�) = T0(x
� + �) � x�. In result, � = 0 is an equilibrium

point of the discrete-time system

�k+1 2 T (�k) (5)

The following proposition, proven in [2], gives conditions for local stability of symmetric

unimodal limit cycles. This result is based on the linearization of the Poincar�e map around

the origin.

Proposition 3.3 Consider the RFS (2)-(3). Assume there exists a symmetric unimodal

limit cycle  with period 2t�, obtained with the initial condition x� 2 S0. Assume also the

limit cycle is transversal2 to S0 at x�. The Jacobian of the Poincar�e map T at � = 0 is

given by

W =

�
vC

Cv
� I

�
eAt

�

where v = �Ax� � B. The limit cycle  is locally stable if W has all its eigenvalues inside

the unit disk. It is unstable if at least one of the eigenvalues of W is outside the unit disk.

In this paper, we are interested in systems that have a unique locally stable unimodal

limit cycle. For such systems, the idea is to construct a quadratic Lyapunov function on the

switching surface S0 to prove that the Poincar�e map is globally stable. This, in turn, shows

that the limit cycle is globally asymptotically stable. The next section shows that a Poincar�e

map from one switching surface to the other switching surface can be represented as a linear

transformation analytically parametrized by the switching time. This representation will

then allow us to reduce the problem of checking quadratic stability to the solution of a set

of LMIs.

4 Decomposition and stability of Poincar�e maps

This section contains the main results of this paper. Here, we show that a typical Poincar�e

map induced by an LTI ow between the switching surfaces S0 and S1 can be represented

as a linear transformation analytically parametrized by a scalar function of the state. This,

in turn, allows us to reduce the problem of checking quadratic stability of Poincar�e maps

to the solution of a set of LMIs.

Theorem 4.1 Consider the Poincar�e map T de�ned above. Let

vt =
�
eAt � eAt

�
��

x� �A�1B
�

and assume jCvtj � Kkvtk, for some K > 0 and all t 2 T . De�ne

H(t) =

�
vtC

Cvt
� I

�
eAt

2� is transversal to S0 at p = �(t) 2 S0 if C _�(t� 0) 6= 0.
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for all t 2 T (for t = t�, H(t) is de�ned by the limit as t! t�). Then, for any � 2 Sd
0 � x�

and �1 2 T (�) there exists a t 2 T such that

�1 = H(t)� (6)

Such t 2 t� is the switching time associated with �1.

This theorem says that most Poincar�e maps induced by an LTI ow between two hyper-

planes can be represented as linear transformations analytically parametrized by a scalar

function of the state. The advantage of expressing such maps this way is to have all non-

linearities depending only on one parameter t. Although t depends on �, once t is �xed,

the map becomes linear in �. Note that H(t) de�ned above is continuous in t 2 T .

Before moving to the proof of the above result, it is important to understand the as-

sumption in theorem 4.1. This is necessary in order to guarantee that the quotient vt=(Cvt)

(and, in turn, H(t)) is well de�ned for all t 2 T . However, even if this assumption is not

satis�ed for some ts 2 T , it is still possible to obtain a linear representation of the Poincar�e

map for all t 2 T . Such linear transformation would be parametrized by another variable

at ts, i.e., �1 = Hs(ts; Æ)�.

Proof: Let x(0) = x0 2 Sd
0 . Integrating the di�erential equation (2) gives

x(t) = eAtx0 �

Z t

0
eA(t��)Bd�

= eAt(x0 �A�1B) +A�1B

If x(0) = x� and t = t� then x(t�) = �x�, i.e.,

�x� = eAt
�

(x� � A�1B) +A�1B (7)

Now, let x(0) = x� + � 2 Sd
0 and �1 2 T (�). Let also t 2 t� be the switching time

associated with �1. Then

�x� ��1 = eAt(x� + ��A�1B) +A�1B

Using (7), the last equality can be written as

��1 = eAt(x� �A�1B + �)� eAt
�

(x� �A�1B)

= eAt�+ vt

Since �x� ��1 2 S1, C(�x
� ��1) = �d, or C�1 = 0, that is,

CeAt�+ Cvt = 0 (8)

Therefore, it is also true that vtCe
At�+ vtCvt = 0. Since, by assumption, jCvtj � Kkvtk,

for some K > 0 and all t 2 T ,

vt = �
vtC

Cvt
eAt�

is well de�ned for t 2 T (for t = t� it is de�ned via continuation). Replacing above we get

�1 =

�
vtC

Cvt
� I

�
eAt�
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for all t 2 T .

This result agrees with proposition 3.3. Via continuation, H(t) at t = t� is given by

H(t�) =

�
vC

Cv
� I

�
eAt

�

where v = eAt
�

(Ax� � B). Using equality (7), v can be written as v = eAt
�

(Ax� � B) =

�Ax� � B. This means H(t�) is exactly the Jacobian of the Poincar�e map T at � = 0.

As we will see next, based on this theorem, it is possible to reduce the problem of

checking quadratic stability of Poincar�e maps to solving a set of LMIs. The Poincar�e map

T de�ned above is quadratically stable if there exists a symmetric matrix P > 0 such that

T 0(�)PT (�) < �0P� ; 8� 2 Sd
0 � x�; � 6= 0 (9)

Success in �nding P > 0 satisfying (9) is then suÆcient to prove global asymptotic stability

of the limit cycle .

A suÆcient condition for the quadratic stability of a Poincar�e map can easily be obtained

by substituting (6) in (9):

�0
�
P �H 0(t)PH(t)

�
� > 0 (10)

for some P > 0 and for all � 2 Sd
0 , with associated switching times t 2 t�.

There are several alternatives to transform (10) into a set of LMIs. A simple suÆcient

condition is

P �H 0(t)PH(t) > 0 on S0 � x� (11)

for some P > 0 and for all t 2 T , where \D > 0 on X" stands for x0Dx > 0 for all nonzero

x 2 X . In the next section, using some illustrative examples, we will see that although

this condition is more conservative than (10), it can prove global asymptotic stability of

many important RFS. Other less conservative conditions are considered and discussed in

section 6. These are based on the fact that T is a map from Sd
0 to Sd

0 , and that the set

of points in Sd
0 with the same switching time t is a convex subset of a linear manifold of

dimension n� 2.

Before moving into the examples, it is important to notice that condition (11) can be

relaxed. Since A is Hurwitz and u = �1 is a bounded input, there is a bounded set such that

any trajectory will eventually enter and stay there. This will lead to bounds on the di�erence

between any two consecutive switching times. Let t� and t+ be bounds on the minimum

and maximum switching times of trajectories in that bounded invariant set. The expected

switching times T can, in general, be reduced to a smaller set [t�; t+]. Condition (11) can

then be relaxed to be satis�ed on [t�; t+] instead of on t 2 T . See section 7.1 for details.

5 Examples

The following examples were processed in matlab written by the authors. The latest version

of this software is available at [13]. Before presenting the examples, it is important to

understand these matlab functions. Overall, the user provides an LTI system, together

with d, the hysteresis parameter. If the RFS is proven globally asymptotically stable, the

matlab functions return a matrix P > 0 that is guaranteed to satisfy (11) on t 2 [t�; t+],

where t� and t+, found as explained in section 7.1, are bounds of the expected switching

times.
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In more detail, after providing the software with an LTI system and an hysteresis pa-

rameter d, this con�rms that certain necessary conditions are met. Then, it checks if there

exists a unique locally stable symmetric unimodal limit cycle. This is done by �rst �nding

t�i , the zeros of (4). A symmetric unimodal limit cycle exists if, for some i, y(t) + d > 0 for

all t 2 (0; t�i ), and is unique if this is true for only one i.

Before explaining the remainder of the matlab functions, it is important to point out

that, although the vectors � and �1 are n-dimensional, the solution generated by the

Poincar�e map T is restricted to the n�1-dimensional hyperplane S0 (see �gure 7). Therefore,

the map T is actually a map from IRn�1 to IRn�1. Let � 2 C? be a map from IRn�1 to S0,

where C? are the orthogonal complements to C, i.e., matrices with a maximal number of

column vectors forming an orthonormal set such that CC? = 0. An equivalent condition

to (11) is then

Q� F 0(t)QF (t) > 0 (12)

for some symmetric (n � 1) � (n � 1) matrix Q > 0 and all switching times t 2 [t�; t+],

where F (t) = �0H(t)�. P > 0 in (11) can be obtained by letting P = �Q�0.

∆1

TΠ ∆1

TΠ ∆

S -x*

∆1

S

Π Π

H(t)

∆

∆

x*

x*+

Π H(t)ΠT
F(t) =

-x*-

Figure 7: T is a n� 1-dimensional map

(12) on [t�; t+] forms an in�nite set of LMIs. Computationally, to overcome this diÆ-

culty, we grid this set to obtain a �nite subset of expected switching times t� = t0 < t1 <

� � � < tk = t+. In other words, Q > 0 is found by solving a �nite set of LMIs consisting

of (12) on t = ftig, i = 0; 1; :::; k. For a large enough k, it can be shown that (12) is

also satis�ed for all t 2 [t�; t+]. The idea here is to �nd bounds on the derivative of the

minimum eigenvalue of Q � F 0(t)QF (t) over (ti; ti+1), and to use these bounds to show

that nothing can go wrong in the intervals (ti; ti+1), i.e., that (12) is also satis�ed on each

interval (ti; ti+1).

Solving a set of LMIs allows us to �nd Q > 0 in (12). In the examples below, once

Q > 0 is found, we con�rm (12) is satis�ed for all switching times [t�; t+] by plotting the

minimum eigenvalue of Q�F 0(t)QF (t) on [t�; t+], and showing that this in indeed positive

in that interval.

Example 5.1 Consider the RFS on the left of �gure 8. Since for this system any state-

space realization of the LTI system in relay feedback results in CB < 0, it is possible to
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consider the ideal relay, i.e., d = 0. Although very simple, this system has never been

proved globally stable.

2s  + s - 4
3(s+1)(s+2)(s+3)

-
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Checking existence of symmetric unimodal limit cycles
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32
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min(eig(Q−Ft’*Q*Ft)).  Want it to be always >0

y(t)+d  on [0,t*] 

g function 

Figure 8: 3rd-order non-minimum phase system

From the center of �gure 8 it is easy to see the RFS has one unimodal symmetric limit

cycle with period approximately equal to 2� 1:4. We have analyzed this same RFS in [12].

There, we characterized a reasonably large region of stability around the limit cycle. Using

the software described above, however, we were able to �nd a Q > 0 satisfying (12) for all

switching times [t�; t+], showing, this way, that the RFS is actually globally asymptotically

stable. The right side of �gure 8 con�rms the result.

Example 5.2 Consider the RFS in �gure 9. Let d = 0:25. As seen in �gure 9, the RFS

has one unimodal symmetric limit cycle with period approximately equal to 2� 0:94.

2s  + 3s + 10
(s  + 4s + 2)(s + 3)2

0 0.5 1
−0.3

−0.2

−0.1

0

0.1

0.2
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0.4

0.5

0.6
Checking existence of symmetric unimodal limit cycles
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2

4

6

8
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12

14
min(eig(Q−Ft’*Q*Ft)).  Want it to be always >0

y(t)+d  on [0,t*] 

g function 

Figure 9: 3rd-order minimum phase system

Again, a Q > 0 satisfying (12) for all switching times [t�; t+] exists, which means the

limit cycle is globally asymptotically stable. This is con�rmed from the right side of �gure 9.

Example 5.3 Consider the 6th-order RFS in �gure 10. In this case, sliding modes occur if

d = 0 (CB = 1). However, stability was proven for d as low as 0:061. Figure 10 shows the

result to d = 0:061. Note that, in the �gure on the right, the function depicted is always

positive although, due the bad resolution, it may seem otherwise. This is due to the fact

that d = 0:061 is the lowest value for which we can still prove global stability.

It is interesting to notice that more than one limit cycle exists for 0 < d < 0:061. Thus,

for this example, condition (11) is not conservative.

Example 5.4 Consider the RFS in �gure 11 consisting of an LTI system with relative

degree 7 in feedback with an hysteresis, where d = 0:1. As seen in the center of �gure 11,
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Figure 10: 6th-order system

this RFS has a symmetric unimodal limit cycle with period 2t�, where t� � 6:89. Note how

the period of the limit cycle is much larger than the hysteresis parameter d.
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Figure 11: System with relative degree 7

Again, from the ride side of �gure 11 we conclude that the limit cycle is globally asymp-

totically stable

6 Improvement of stability condition

As mentioned before, there are several alternatives to transform (10) into a set of LMIs.

Here, we explore some of these alternatives to derive less conservative conditions than (11).

The Poincar�e map T is a map from Sd
0 to Sd

0 and, for each point in Sd
0 , there is at

least one associated switching time t. An interesting property of this map is that the set of

points in Sd
0 with the same switching time t forms a convex subset of a linear manifold of

dimension n � 2. Let St be that set, i.e., let St be the set of points x
� +� 2 Sd

0 that have

t as a switching time, i.e., t 2 t� (see �gure 12). In other words, a trajectory starting at

x0 2 St satis�es both y(t) � �d on [0; t], and y(t) = �d. Note that since T is a multivalued

map, a point in Sd
0 may belong to more than one set St. In fact, in example 3.1, there

existed a point in Sd
0 that belonged to both S0:47 and S2:85.

Condition (11) can then be improved to

P �H 0(t)PH(t) > 0 on St � x� (13)

for some P > 0 and for all expected switching times t 2 T .

The problem with condition (13) is that, in general, the sets St are not easily charac-

terized. An alternative is to consider the sets ~St � St obtained from equation (8), given

by
~St =

n
x� + � 2 Sd

0 : Ce
At� = �Cvt

o
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Figure 12: Example of a set St (in IR3, both St and its image in S1 are segments of lines)

To see the di�erence between St and ~St, consider the example in �gure 13 where the solution

y(t) is plotted for two di�erent initial conditions in Sd
0 .

t1 t2 t1 t2

y(t)y(t)

−d

t
d d

−d

t

Figure 13: On the left: y(t) � �d for 0 � t � t2; on the right: y(t) < �d for t1 < t < t2

On the left of �gure 13, t� = ft1; t2g. This means x� + � belongs to both St1 , and

St2 . The right side of �gure 13 shows what would happen to y(t) if the trajectory had

not switched at t = t1 (dashed curve). In that case, it would have intersected S1 again at

t = t2. This means that although t2 is a solution of (8), it is not a switching time since

y(t) < 0 for t1 < t < t2. In other words, the switching time t2 does not satisfy the inequality

y(t) � �d on [0; t2]. Although both t1 and t2 satisfy (8), only t1 is a valid switching time,

i.e., t� = ft1g. Thus, x
� + � belongs to ~St1 , St1 , and

~St2 , but it does not belong to St2 .

Since St � ~St, condition (13) holds if there exist a P > 0 such that

P �H 0(t)PH(t) > 0 on ~St � x� (14)

for all expected switching times t.

As seen in �gure 14, � 2 ~St � x� satis�es a conic relation

�0�t� > 0

for some matrix �t (section 7.2 explains how this matrix is constructed. Let

Ct =
�
x� +� 2 S0 : �

0�t� > 0
	

It is important to notice that it is equivalent to say that some matrix M satis�es M > 0

on ~St � x� or that M > 0 on Ct � x�. This has to do with the fact that quadratic forms
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are homogeneous. To see this, assume �0M� > 0 for all � 2 ~St � x�. Let x = �� where

� 2 IRnf0g. Then x0Mx = �2�0M� > 0, which is to say M > 0 on Ct � x�. The converse

follows since ~St � Ct.

x*

t

boundary

t

0Sdof

C
S
~

Figure 14: View of the cone Ct in the S0 plane

Condition (14) is then equivalent to:

P �H 0(t)PH(t) > 0 on Ct � x�

for some P > 0 and for all expected switching times t. Using the S-procedure, condition (14)

is again equivalent to

P �H 0(t)PH(t)� �t�t > 0 on S0 � x� (15)

for some P > 0, some scalar function �t > 0, and for all expected switching times t 2 T .

Note that, for each t, (15) is an LMI.

Example 6.1 Consider again the system with relative degree 7 analyzed in example 5.4.

For small values of d > 0 there is no P > 0 satisfying condition (11). Using condition (15),

however, a P > 0 and a positive function �t satisfying (15) are known to exist for values

of d as small as 0:00404. Figure 15 shows the result to d = 0:00404. Again, the function

depicted on the right in the �gure is always positive although, due to bad resolution, it may

seem otherwise.
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Figure 15: System of relative order 7 with d = 0:00404

Note that the g function on the left of the �gure has 3 zeros. However, only one

corresponds to a limit cycle.
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Although condition (11) was not able to prove global stability of the RFS for small

values of d, the less conservative condition (15) proved that the limit cycle is globally

asymptotically stable for small values of d. An interesting fact is that for 0 < d < 0:00378

there is more than one limit cycle.

It is possible to improve condition (15) furthermore. This condition does not take

advantage that a trajectory starting at x� + � 2 ~St must satisfy y(�) � �d on [0; t]. This

is captured by condition (13) but not by (15) since ~St � St. Constraint y(�) � �d on [0; t]

can be expressed as

CeA�� � �Cv� (16)

for all [0; t]. However, this last inequality would lead to an in�nite dimensional set of LMIs.

One way to transform the problem into a �nite set of LMIs is to consider certain samples

of time in (0; t). For instance, if � = t=2 then we would have the following constraint on �

CeA
t

2� � �Cvt=2

This, together with � 2 Sd
0 , satis�es a conic relation �0t=2� > 0 in which case (15) could

be improved to

P �H 0(t)PH(t)� �t�t � �1tt=2 > 0 on S0 � x� (17)

for some scalar function �1t > 0

There is an in�nite number of constraints that can be added to condition (17) in order

to further reduce the level of conservatism. On one hand, the more constraints, the better

chances to �nd surface Lyapunov functions. On the other hand, increasing the number of

constraints will eventually make the problem computationally intractable. In spite of this,

it is interesting to notice that many important RFS were proven globally stable with just

condition (11) (the most conservative of all presented in this paper).

We want to point out that the value of all these results lie in the fact that they work well.

In fact, we have not been able to �nd a RFS with a globally stable symmetric unimodal limit

cycle that could not be successfully analyzed with this new methodology. This lead us to

believe that globally stable limit cycles of RFS frequently have quadratic surface Lyapunov

functions.

7 Computational issues

In this section we will talk about computational aspects related to �nding P > 0 in (11)

and (15). First, we show that since A is Hurwitz and u = �1 is a bounded input, there is

a bounded and invariant set such that any trajectory will eventually enter. This will lead

to bounds on the di�erence between any two consecutive switching times. This way, the

search for P > 0 in (11) and (15) becomes restricted to 0 < t� � t � t+ < 1. Then, we

will talk about the cones Ct used in section 6. In particular, we describe how to construct

�t.

7.1 Bounds on expected switching times

For a �xed t 2 T , condition (11) is an LMI with respect to P , while (15) is an LMI with

respect to P and �t. In this section, we want to show that it is suÆcient that conditions (11)

or (15) are satis�ed in some carefully chosen interval [t�; t+], instead of requiring them to
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be satis�ed for all expected switching times t 2 T . In order to do so, one must guarantee

there exists a t0 such that the di�erence between any two consecutive switching times of a

trajectory x(t) for t > t0 is higher than t� but lower than t+. Before we �nd such bounds,

we need to show there is a particular bounded set such that any trajectory will eventually

enter and stay there (i.e., will not leave the set). Remember that, by de�nition, kFeAtBkL1
is given by

kFeAtBkL1 =

Z 1

0

���FeAtB���dt
Proposition 7.1 Consider the system _x = Ax+ Bu, y = Fx, where A is Hurwitz, u(t) =

�1, and F is a row vector. Then, for any �xed �t � 0,

lim sup
t!1

jFeA
�tx(t)j �

Z 1

�t

���FeA�B���d� � kFeAtBkL1

Proof: At time t, x(t) is given by

x(t) = eAtx0 +

Z t

0
eA(t��)Bu(�)d�

Therefore

lim sup
t!1

���FeA�tx(t)��� = lim sup
t!1

����FeA�t
�
eAtx0 +

Z t

0
eA(t��)Bu(�)d�

�����
� lim sup

t!1

���FeA�teAtx0���+ lim sup
t!1

����FeA�t
Z t

0
eA(t��)Bu(�)d�

����
� 0 + lim sup

t!1

Z t

0

���FeA(t+�t��)Bu(�)���d�
� lim sup

t!1

Z t

0

���FeA(t+�t��)B���d�
=

Z 1

�t

���FeA�B���d�
�

Z 1

0

���FeA�B���d�
which is equal to kFeAtBkL1 .

We now focus our attention in �nding an upper bound for t+. First, remember from

the proof of theorem 4.1 that a trajectory x(t) starting at x0 2 Sd
0 is given by x(t) =

eAt(x0 �A�1B) +A�1B. Then the output y(t) = Cx(t) is given by

y(t) = CeAt(x0 �A�1B) + CA�1B

By de�nition of Sd
0 , y(t) > �d at least in some interval (0; �), where � > 0. However, since

we are assuming CA�1B < �d, and A Hurwitz, it is easy to see that y(t) cannot remain

larger than �d for all t > 0. For any initial condition x0, Ce
At(x0�A�1B)! 0 as t!1.

Hence, since for suÆciently large time t, x(t) is bounded (from the above proposition), an

upper bound on t+ on the expected switching times can be obtained.

Proposition 7.2 Let t+ > 0 be the smallest solution ofZ 1

t+

���CeA�B���d� + jCeAt+A�1Bj � �(CA�1B + d) (18)

If ta and tb are suÆciently large consecutive switching times then jta � tbj � t+.
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Proof: Assume that after a suÆciently large time the trajectory is at x0 2 Sd
0 . Without

loss of generality, assume x(0) = x0. Then y(t) will be positive in some interval (0; �). We

are interested in �nding an upper bound on the time it takes to switch. That is, we would

like to �nd an upper bound t+ > 0 of those t > 0 such that y(t) = �d, i.e.,

CeAt+(x0 �A�1B) = �(CA�1B + d) > 0

Using proposition 7.1 with F = C and �t = t+, we can get a bound on the left side of the

inequality ���CeAt+x0 � CeAt+A�1B
��� � jCeAt+x0j+ jCeAt+A�1Bj

�

Z 1

t+

���CeA�B���d� + jCeAt+A�1Bj

Therefore, t+ > 0 must satisfy (18).

Remember that if x0 2 Sd
0 , y(t) will be positive at least in some interval (0; �). The next

result shows that in the bounded invariant set characterized in proposition 7.1, � cannot be

made arbitrarily small. Basically, for suÆciently large time t, x(t) is bounded, and a lower

bound on the time it takes between two consecutive switches can be obtained.

Proposition 7.3 Let kd = �2CB, kdd = kCA2eAtBkL1 + maxt�0 jCe
AtABj, and kdl =

kCAeAtBkL1 + maxt�0 jCe
AtBj and de�ne

t1 =
kd +

q
k2d + 4kddd

kdd
; t2 =

2d

kdl

Also, let t� = max ft1; t2g. If ta and tb are suÆciently large consecutive switching times

then jta � tbj � t�.

Proof: There are many ways to �nd bounds on t�. We will show two here: t1 and t2.

Since they are found independently of each other, we are interested in the larger one. We

start with t1.

Assume again that after a suÆciently large time the trajectory is at x0 2 Sd
0 . Without

loss of generality, assume x(0) = x0. This means that right before the switch (at t = 0�),

_y(0�) � 0, i.e., CAx0 + CB � 0. Therefore, after the switch at t = 0+, _y(0+) = CAx0 �

CB = CAx0 + CB � 2CB � �2CB. That is, _y(0+) � kd.

We also need bounds on the second derivative of y for t > 0. From y(t) we get _y(t) =

CAeAt(x0 �A�1B), and �y(t) = CA2eAt(x0 �A�1B). This means that

j�y(t)j =
���CA2eAt(x0 �A�1B)

���
� jCA2eAtx0j+ jCeAtABj

� kCA2eAtBkL1 +max
t�0

jCeAtABj

= kdd

So, �kdd � �y(t) � kdd. In order to �nd a lower bound on the switching time, we consider

the worst case scenario, that is, we consider the case when �y(t) = �kdd and _y(0) = kd. This

implies that _y(t) = �kddt + kd. Integrating once more and knowing that y(0) = d, yields

y(t) = �
kdd

2
t2 + kdt+ d
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We are looking for values of t = t1 such that y(t1) = �d and t1 > 0. y(t1) = �d has two

solutions

t1 =
kd �

q
k2d + 4kddd

kdd

However, only one is positive (the one with the + sign) since �y(t) < 0 for all t and either

y(0) > 0 (if d > 0) or _y(0) > 0 (if d = 0 and CB < 0).

To �nd t2 we �nd a bound on the �rst derivative of y for t > 0

j _y(t)j =
���CAeAt(x0 � A�1B)

���
� jCAeAtx0j+ jCeAtBj

� kCAeAtBkL1 +max
t�0

jCeAtBj

= kdl

So, �kdl � _y(t) � kdl. The worst case scenario is the case when _y(t) = �kdl (with y(0) = d).

Therefore, y(t) = �kdlt+d. Again, we are looking for values of t = t2 such that y(t2) = �d

and t2 > 0, i.e., the solution of �kdlt2 + d = �d.

7.2 Construction of the cones Ct

We now describe how to construct the cones Ct introduced in section 6. Let M denote the

boundary of Sd
0 , i.e.,M = fx 2 S0 : CAx+ CB = 0g. Remember that for each t 2 T , the

cone is de�ned by two hyperplanes in S0: one is the hyperplane parallel to ~St containing x
�

and the other is the hyperplane de�ned by the intersection ofM and ~St, and containing the

point x� (see �gure 14). Let �lt and �st, respectively, be vectors in S0 perpendicular to each

hyperplane. Once these vectors are known, the cone Ct can easily be characterized. This is

composed of all the vectors � 2 S0� x� such that �0�(stl
0
t+ lts

0
t)�

0� � 0. The symmetric

matrix �t introduced in the de�nition of Ct is just �t = ���t�
0 where ��t = stl

0
t + lts

0
t.

Remember that the cone is centered at x� and note that after lt is chosen, st must have the

right direction in order to guarantee ~St � Ct.

We �rst �nd �lt, the vector perpendicular to ~St. Looking back at the de�nition of ~St,

lt is given by

lt = �
(CeAt�)0

kCeAt�k2
Cvt

The derivation of st is not as trivial as lt. We actually need to introduce a few extra

variables. The �rst one is �l0, the vector perpendicular to the set M, given by

l0 = �
(CA�)0

kCA�k2
C(Ax� +B)

Proposition 7.4 The hyperplane de�ned by the intersection of M and ~St, and containing

the point x� is perpendicular to the vector

�lt

kltk
kl0k �

�l0

kl0k
kltk

Proof: M can be parameterize the following way

M =
n
x� + � 2 S0j � = �(l0 + l?0 z); z 2 IRn�2

o
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and ~St
~St =

n
x� +� 2 Sd

0 j � = �(lt + l?t w); w 2 IRn�2
o

The intersection ofM and ~St occurs at points in S0 such that l0+l
?
0 z = lt+l

?
t w. Multiplying

on the left by l0t we have l
0
tl0 + l0tl

?
0 z = l0tlt or

l0tl
?
0 z = kltk

2 � l0tl0 (19)

We want to show that �
lt

kltk
kl0k �

l0

kl0k
kltk

�0 �
l0 + l?0 z

�
= 0

Using (19) we have

�
lt

kltk
kl0k �

l0

kl0k
kltk

�0 �
l0 + l?0 z

�
=

l0tl0

kltk
kl0k+

l0tl
?
0 z

kltk
kl0k �

l00l0

kl0k
kltk

=
l0tl0

kltk
kl0k+

kltk
2 � l0tl0

kltk
kl0k � kl0kkltk

= 0

The characterization of st is not complete yet. The orientation of st must be carefully

chosen to guarantee that the cone Ct contains ~St.

Proposition 7.5 If

st = C(Ax� + B)

�
lt

kltk
kl0k �

l0

kl0k
kltk

�

then the cone Ct contains ~St.

The proof, omitted here, is based on taking a point � 2 ~St � x� and showing that

�0�t� � 0.

8 Conclusions

This paper introduces an entirely new constructive global analysis methodology for piecewise

linear systems (PLS). This methodology consists in inferring global properties of PLS solely

by studying their behavior at switching surfaces associated with PLS. The main idea is

to construct quadratic surface Lyapunov functions to show that maps between switching

surfaces are contracting in some sense. These results are based on the discovery that

maps induced by an LTI ow between two switching surfaces can be represented as linear

transformations analytically parametrized by a scalar function of the state. Furthermore,

level sets of this function are convex subsets of linear manifolds. This representation allows

the search for quadratic Lyapunov functions on switching surfaces to be done by simply

solving a set of LMIs.

This methodology has proved very successful in analyzing a simple class of PLS known

as relay feedback systems (RFS). We addressed the problem of global asymptotic stability of

symmetric unimodal limit cycles of RFS with hysteresis. This is a hard problem since global

analysis tools were practically nonexistent. However, with these new results, a large number
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of examples with a unique locally stable symmetric unimodal limit cycle was successfully

globally analyzed. In fact, it is still an open problem whether there exists an example with

a globally stable symmetric unimodal limit cycle that could not be successfully analyzed

with this new methodology. Examples analyzed include minimum-phase systems, systems

of relative degree larger than one, and of high dimension. Such results lead us to believe that

globally stable limit cycles of RFS frequently have quadratic surface Lyapunov functions.

There are still many open problems following this work. It is currently under investi-

gation how to apply this new methodology to globally analyze more general PLS, not only

in terms of stability, but also robustness and performance. Knowing that quadratic surface

Lyapunov functions were so successful in analyzing RFS, we pose the question: can similar

ideas be used to eÆciently and systematically globally analyze larger and more complex

classes of PLS? We suspect that the answer to this question is yes. We are currently work-

ing to support our conjectures. In fact, we have recently proved global asymptotic stability

of equilibrium points of on/o� systems [10] and saturation systems [11]. We have also been

able to check performance of on/o� systems [9, chapter 8].

Another important topic of research following this work is to �nd conditions that do not

depend on the parameters of the Lyapunov functions but guarantees their existence. Such

conditions should depend on the plant or on certain properties of a class of systems, and

should, obviously, be easier to check than the ones presented here.
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